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In this action-packed CHERUB novel, two siblings on separate special agent missions both end up

in deadly danger.CHERUB agents are highly trained, extremely talentedâ€”and all under the age of

seventeen. For official purposes, these agents do not exist. They are sent out on missions to spy on

terrorists, hack into crucial documents, and gather intel on global threatsâ€”all without gadgets or

weapons. It is an extremely dangerous job, but these agents have one crucial advantage: Adults

never suspect that teens are spying on them. In The Fall, when an MI5 operation goes disastrously

wrong, James needs all of his skills to get out of Russia alive. Meanwhile, Lauren is on her first solo

mission, trying to uncover a brutal human trafficking operation. And when James does get home, he

finds that his nightmare is just beginning...
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With its spectacular plotting and strong cast of characters, this book ... is sure to find a wide

readership ... Dramatic and thrilling ... the story moves at a rattling pace, seamlessly weaving James

and Lauren's stories into a hugely entertaining kaleidoscope of suspense and intrigue Books For

Keeps This is a punchy, glamorous action-thriller Waterstone's Books Quarterly Punchy, glamorous

and a bit gritty ... a pacy read Aberdeen Evening Express A satisfyingly complex story, variously



thrilling, dry-humoured and the darkest yet Lion and Unicorn Books Jam-packed with nail-biting

tension and hard-hitting drama, this is a truly gripping page-turner Suffolk Free Press Praise for

books in the CHERUB series: 'Punchy, exciting, glamorous and, what's more, you'll completely wish

it was true.' Sunday Express 'Crackling tension and high-octane drama.' Daily Mail 'A really good

book that you could re-read over and over again.' Guardian 'Pacy writing, punchy dialogue and a

gripping plot, it's got it all.' Daily Express 'Fast-moving action ... and cool gadgets!' The Times --This

text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Robert Muchamore was born in London in 1972 and used to work as a private investigator.

CHERUB is his first series and is published in more than twenty countries. For more on the series,

check out CherubCampus.com/USA.

I have never picked up a book series and have been so amazed by words on paper. Robert

Muchamore has a serious skill for making you feel as if you are standing right in the middle of these

stories.I originally borrowed the book serious from my cousin but they were just so good I had to buy

my own set as I couldn't stop reading them.The Fall is another Robert Muchamore book that you will

plough through without even realising how much you have read and at that stage you will realise

your done.Stop reading this review and go buy it!!!!

Good and always a page turner as the rest of the books in the series. You just can't help finance

finishing it in 3 Ã‚Â½ hours.

I love this series it is an amazing action packed series. This book has action adventure a little

romance and best of all fighting and surprises. This book deserves every star it get and I can't wait

to read the next one.

Always has a new way of keeping you interested. You won't be sleeping for nights reading the

CHERUB series.Awesome!!!

As an adult reader I was pleased to notice that the author broke through cultural stereotypes and

was accepting of kids of different races and sexual persuasions. Very intense action story. I am

reading behind my 12 year old grandson and am very impressed with how this author writes.



Great story, literally couldn't put it down. Stayed up until midnight twice trying to finish the book.

Great story, can't wait to read the next one

I love this book how Dana and Kerry just fighting over James I wonder what happens next. A great

read for people who love Alex Rider

This Book has a little bit of everything love comedy action. I thank the author for such an amazing

book. And I'm bot big no readingÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â„
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